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A sustainable sector takes its responsibilities seriously: at
Texcare International 2020, from 20 to 24 June, the textile care
industry will present its contribution to conserving resources,
protecting the environment and making sensible use of waste
materials.
The textile service industry is considered sustainable because it
operates in cycles. Durable textiles developed specifically for frequent
use are hired out to customers in recurring loops. Clean laundry is
delivered and dirty washing is collected on the same run. In textile care
companies, similar items are sorted into categories and processed in a
highly efficient way. Consequently, according to calculations by the
Dutch organisation CINET Professional Textile Care, a textile care
company needs 17 percent less energy on average and at least 35
percent less water than is used for washing at home. Thus, carbon
dioxide emissions contributing to global warming are also 24 percent
below the levels generated by a private washing machine. And although
textile care is already forward-looking in terms of sustainability, the
sector and its supply industry is developing more and more solutions for
an environmentally, socially and economically compatible service. These
solutions are an important focal point at Texcare International, which
takes place every four years.
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The stuff that sustainable dreams are made of
Professional-grade textiles that can withstand industrial processing are
the prerequisite for efficient and, at the same time, environmentally-
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friendly textile services. Their durability is therefore one of the powerful
pillars of sustainability in the sector: the longer and more frequently a
textile can remain in the textile care cycle, the fewer problems there are
with processing cycles, quantities of waste and replacement rates. By
implication, this means that unsuitable products lead to excessive
process interruptions, large quantities of waste and a high need for
replacements.
By expanding textile ranges that are produced in socially-compatible and
resource-saving ways, suppliers have taken the sector’s sustainability
initiative a step further: fair trade cotton, synthetic fibres recycled from
waste materials, and organically refined lyocell fibres made from
cellulose have positive effects and additional benefits for people and the
environment. Companies producing textiles and clothing manufacturers
are developing further individual measures to reduce their environmental
and social footprint. Important innovations in the sphere of textiles and
fashion can be seen at Texcare 2020: from plastic-free packaging and
fabrics dyed without water, to energy-saving fabric constructions.
Less and less is being used
The sustainable route in the textile care sector also has a high priority
with machinery and plant manufacturers. With extensive water
recirculation systems, consumption in all processing machines is further
reduced and important resources are conserved, whilst preserving the
performance characteristics of textiles. The recirculation of thermal
energy in used air, which results in a laundry from steam generation,
mangles and form finishers, provides the textile care sector with
additional opportunities for an economically and environmentally
compatible service. Intelligent sensor technology and controlled modules
have also made the vision a reality: they support low-consumption and
variable processing of individual items and, at the same time, lay the
foundation for self-optimising processes. Last but not least, ever more
compact design of the installations and sophisticated logistics systems
guarantee space-saving operational planning.
The chemistry is right
The stated objective of the laundry and chemical supplying industry is a
flawless hygiene and processing result obtained with harmless
substances. Progressive chemical formulations and new energy
concepts tackle high levels of dirt and germs, with minimal environmental
impact. They make even demanding elastane materials clean again;
they restore the functional characteristics of textiles (e.g. chemical
protective clothing) reliably, and they are biodegradable.
Thanks to sensors and indicators, it has also been possible to transmit a
maximal level of care, using the smallest possible quantities of
substances, to process control and dosing systems. Innovative
processes which make use of the disinfecting effect of UVC light can
even completely dispense with oxidising agents (e.g. peracetic acid or
sodium hypochlorite). This means they can conserve rinsing water and
reduce the quantities of waste water and its chemical load. And the
sector stops at nothing when it comes to environmentally-friendly
packaging systems and dispensing with plastic materials.
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No more water pollutants
Changes are also looming in the dry cleaning industry: with a
comparable cleaning effect, new solvent mixtures are set to replace
tetrachloroethylene (PER) which is dangerous for the environment and
health, without classification by the 'Globally Harmonised System of
Classification and Labelling of Chemicals (GHS)'. As an environmentallyfriendly alternative, wet cleaning is becoming established in many
countries. It achieves very good cleaning results with non-washable
textiles using water and special detergents. And the plastic covers that
are often used to pack cleaned items are under environmental review:
they are making way for reusable textile garment bags which consumers
can use for collecting and storing their delicate laundry.
At Texcare International, which is taking place from 20 to 24 June 2020
in Frankfurt am Main, compatible solutions for people and the
environment will play a significant role. Manufacturers from all levels of
the textile service industry will present the latest innovations in their
fields and open the door to more sustainable textile care for an
international trade audience.
In addition to Texcare International, Messe Frankfurt organises trade
fairs and conferences for textile care in all major economic regions of the
world. (www.texcare.com/brand).
All the news about events in the textile care sector can be found at:
www.textile-care.messefrankfurt.com/newsroom.
For further information, go to:
www.texcare.com
www.texcare.com/facebook
www.texcare.com/twitter
www.texcare.com/linkedin
Background information on Messe Frankfurt
Messe Frankfurt is the world’s largest trade fair, congress and event organiser with its own
exhibition grounds. With more than 2,600* employees at 30 locations, the company generates
annual sales of around €733* million. We have close ties with our industry sectors and serve
our customers’ business interests efficiently within the framework of our Fairs & Events,
Locations and Services business fields. One of the Group’s key USPs is its closely knit global
sales network, which extends throughout the world. Our comprehensive range of services –
both onsite and online – ensures that customers worldwide enjoy consistently high quality and
flexibility when planning, organising and running their events. The wide range of services
includes renting exhibition grounds, trade fair construction and marketing, personnel and food
services. Headquartered in Frankfurt am Main, the company is owned by the City of Frankfurt
(60 percent) and the State of Hesse (40 percent).
For more information, please visit our website at: www.messefrankfurt.com
* preliminary figures 2019
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